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Charmine’s face instantly went hot. What did that mean, touch him wherever 
she wanted? Could this man not 

behave any better? 

She hastily pulled back her hand and explained, “I didn’t touch you, I was 
just…!” 

She racked her thoughts to find a plausible excuse, but every single one 
seemed unbelievable. 

She then decided to get out of bed. “I’m going to have breakfast.” 

Anthony abruptly pulled her back to his chest by her waist. With her above 
him, he spoke, “Is my wife angry? 

I was wrong for not being here on our wedding night. I can make it up to you 
now.” 

Caressing her hair, Anthony tucked strands of Charmine’s hair at the back of 
her ear and exposed her long 

neck as he did. 

His head was placed on her shoulder. With just a slight tilt of his head, he 
could kiss her ear. 

Half of Charmine’s body had gone numb. She dared not to move, so scared 
that he might accidentally kiss 

her. 

“Let go of me,” she grumbled. “You’ve been busy for a night, so you should 
rest up. I have to go to the 

company.” 

“I’ve requested a day off for you; the staff will sort it out. As for me…” Anthony 



reeled his hand and pulled her tighter against his form. “How could I sleep 

holding on my bride?” 

His voice was low and hoarse. 

Charmine knew what he was thinking. In all honesty, she had decided last 
night 

to give Anthony her all, and she was entirely prepared for it. 

Alas, he did not return, and all that confidence was strangely gone in just one 

night… 

Since it was no longer their wedding night, there was no need to do it, no? 

After hesitating for half a moment, she said, “I think this is too rushed-l’m not 

ready. Give me some time.” 

Anthony frowned. What was she hesitating about? 

After a moment of thought, he turned her body over and gazed into her eyes. 

“Annabel’s poison is being detoxified.” 

Detoxified? 

The news took Charmine by surprise. She fretted they would suffer for much 

longer under McKenzie’s grip, but never did she think they would be freed so 

soon. 

Anthony held Charmine’s chin and lifted her head up as he sincerely spoke, 

‘The longer it is, the more troubling it could get. I don’t want the night before 
last 

night to happen a second time.” 

The memory of Charmine hiding from him still worried him greatly. 



Only if they consummated their marriage would their relationship become 
more 

secure. 

Anthony lowered his head to kiss her lips, arrogant and determined. 

His passion overwhelmed Charmine as she went weak, unable to resist. 

She felt dumbfounded, not knowing if she should resist. They were married 

anyway, so why resist it? 

If she did not stop him, however, would they just simply consummate their 

marriage like that? 

Amid her internal battle, Charmine suddenly felt a sharp pain from her 
abdomen, and a strange warm 

sensation was felt right after. 

Oh no… 

Her period came. 7 

Charmine’s usually calm and cold face suddenly reddened like a tomato. 

She hastily pushed him away. “I can’t today…” 

‘Can’t today’? 

Anthony frowned. Why was she suddenly so determined? 

Not knowing what to say or begin, Charmine hastily got up and walked to the 
washroom. 

The moment she got out of the bed, however, her pupils dilated. Her face 
grew so hot that it could almost fry 

an egg! 

Oh, dear. That was something, alright… 



Anthony’s white shirt, to one’s surprise… 
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Charmine quickly covered him in a blanket and walked to the wardrobe. She 
simply picked out a shirt and 

tossed it at him. “Go and shower…!” 

She sounded urgent and awkward. 

Anthony was even more clueless. Everything went so well, yet all of a sudden, 
he had to go shower? 

He looked at her, trying to find out what was happening. 

Charmine only grew antsy under his gaze. Once she found a shirt for herself, 
she hastily ran out. 

She had to leave the room as soon as possible; things would be painfully 
awkward if Anthony found out she 

stained his shirt. 

Upon reaching the door and trying to open it, it dawned on Charmine that it 
would not budge. 

As if it was locked from the outside, the door would not move! 

Had Chris locked the door from the outside again? 

Anthony, meanwhile, studied the frantic Charmine and glanced at the patch of 
red on her pajama bottoms. He 

instantly understood. 

All that strange behavior…for that? 

The Charmine who feared nothing was, in fact, so easily embarrassed? 

Anthony stood up and realized that his shirt was stained as well. While he was 
a 

clean freak, he did not seem to mind since it was Charmine. 



He merely halted for a short while before walking toward her. 

Charmine turned around and saw him walking over, and the patch of red on 
his 

white shirt was so obvious. At that moment, she wanted nothing more than to 

smash her head against a wall! 

She had never felt so embarrassed before. She actually stained Anthony’s 

shirt… 

“Don’t come close. G-Go to the bathroom!” 

Not stopping, Anthony marched toward her, hoisted her in his arms, and 
walked 

to the bathroom. 

The flushed Charmine struggled in his arms. “What are you doing? Put me 

down…!” 

“Don’t worry, you’re now very safe. I’m a picky eater after all,” comforted 

Anthony as he placed her below the showerhead. 2 

Taking the showerhead, Anthony adjusted the water to the most ideally warm 

temperature before putting it back up. 

Charmine stood below the showerhead as water washed over her. 

‘You can leave now,” she blurted, i’ll wash myself!” 

“I need to wash, too. Together,” Anthony said elegantly as though it was a 
trivial 

matter like sharing a taxi. 2 

Charmine wanted to stop him, but he already removed his white shirt. For a 



clean freak like him, being able to hold on for so long was already his 
extreme. 

With that, Charmine showered together with a man for the first time in her 
life… 

1 

Thankfully, his manners were in check as he bathed her slowly. He even 
helped 

her into her clothes afterward. 

Abashed to even look at him, Charmine instantly ran out after putting on some 

clothes. 

She was even more mortified to see the patch of red on her bed. 

On the second day of their marriage, she had already dirtied the bedsheet and 
Anthony’s white shirt. This 

wedding night was indeed memorable… 

She walked to the door again, trying to find a way to open it. 

The last time they were locked in from outside was no big deal, but this time, 
she thought of Anthony’s white 

shirt and the scene in the bathroom. She was so embarrassed that she had to 
get out. 

When Anthony got out, there was no one in the room. 

The door, removed by its hinges, leaned silently by the wall. 2 

His thin lips curled up. This woman would rather remove a door to escape? 

How naughty. 

Meanwhile, at the Jordown Group building… 



Early in the morning, Adam led the staff arranged by Charmine to settle down 
in the company to take over. 

After owning 92 percent of the company shares, it was equivalent to the 
Jordan Group owning the Jordown 

Group entirely. 1 

Max had to leave. 
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watched as the Jordown Group building grew smaller as he was driven out. 
His large hands clenched 

tightly, showing the green veins on the back of his arms. 

He purposely named his company ‘Jordown’, to ‘take down’ the Jordan Group, 
but things turned out far 

different than what he anticipated. 

As Charmine treated him cruelly, Max had to make an evil woman like her pay 
her dearly. 

Max took out his phone and, working on it, found Derek Bailey’s contact 
details. 

He instantly sent Derek a few photos of Anthony with Charmine at Violet Villa 
and added, [Investigating 

Anthony’s woman? You’re welcome.] 

In another company owned by Bailey Corporation, Derek was having a 
meeting. He was dressed in his white 

suit, his disposition gently and genial like the spring breeze. 

After sorting out everything and dismissed the people, his assistant walked to 
him. “President, this project 

must succeed. We must get a deal with Safford to compete with Anthony.” 

Derek scoffed as he loosened his tie, his friendly demeanor lost in the wind. 



He wanted to get the deal, but how was it as easy? 

Even though the rest of the Baileys did not like Anthony due to the situation 
with 

Chris, Anthony was too capable and had full control over Bailey Corporation. 
He 

was always decisive, thus Anthony had always been the Bailey family’s ideal 

patriarch. 

Without the resourceful Bailey family supporting Derek, how could he get a 
deal 

with a big country like Safford? 

Derek’s phone rang at that moment-it was a text message. 

He unlocked his phone and was instantly met with photos and text sent to him 

by Max. 

Anthony and Charmine both entered a house in the photos, their hold on one 

another evidently loving. 

Derek frowned in shock. Anthony was actually with Charmine? 

It was Charmine all along? 

He saw Charmine entering the house with another man, though… Could it be 

that a smart man like Anthony was cheated on unknowingly? 

On the other hand, had Charmine misled him the other day? 

No matter what, the revelation was nonetheless shocking. 

Was Charmine not a joke in the entertainment industry coming from a small 

family about to go bankrupt? How would the Bailey family, who only cared for 



the profits, allow Anthony to be with Charmine? 

The Baileys would lose all form of respect for Anthony if they found out about 

this and would support him, Derek, instead! 

He kept his phone and instructed his assistant, “Prepare the car, I’m going 
back 

to the Bailey mansion.” 

Darryl Bailey and Susan Claydon intended to bring McKenzie to meet 
Anthony’s 

grandparents, but they received a call from Derek asking them to wait for him 
at 

home. 

They were confused. 

Why was the usually gentle and elegant Derek in such a hurry? Did something 

happen? 

McKenzie was displeased. They were going to discuss how to help her and 
Anthony get engaged, yet Derek 

just had to mess it up. How troublesome… 

Still fuming internally, Derek already rushed over. 

When Grandma Bailey saw him, she asked him, dotingly and concernedly,” 
Oh, Derek dear, why are you in 

such a hurry? Did something happen?” 

Derek, pausing momentarily at the sight of the two elders, then spoke in a 
concerned tone, “Nothing major, 

Grandpa, Grandma. You two are getting old. Why don’t you go upstairs and 
get some rest? I’ll speak to Uncle 



and Auntie.” 

Grandma Bailey frowned. “Look at you, being mysterious and all that. How am 
I supposed to rest upstairs?” 

“What happened? Tell US,” asserted Old Senior Bailey, emitting an 
authoritative aura. 

They were in their nineties with heads full of silver hair, yet they were still quite 
energetic. 

Darryl asked, “Derek, what happened? Tell US. Your grandparents are in 
good health.” 1 

Derek hesitated for quite a while before saying, “I realized that Anthony has a 
girlfriend, and the woman turns 

out to be…Charmine.” 

His statement made the atmosphere in the room incredibly tense. McKenzie’s 
usually composed and formal 

look seemingly cracked. 
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McKenzie, of all people, was the one who so badly wanted the Baileys to 
know about Anthony’s relationship 

with Charmine initially. However, after learning about the background of 
Charmine’s great-grandfather, she 

did not dare let the Baileys know about it after all. 

After all, they were the best at creating ceramic housewares in the country, 
the only ceramics family that 

continued to prosper even after a few hundred years. They produced the most 
refined ceramics, specially 

made for royals and the wealthiest families. 

Grandma Bailey was a big fan of the Hahn family’s ceramics. In fact, she was 
queuing to buy one this year 



yet had not gotten the number. 1 

If Old Senior Bailey found out about Charmine’s background�Enter title… 

Anthony had a girlfriend, and the girlfriend was Charmine? 

Who was Charmine? Where did this nobody come from? 

Old Senior Bailey scoffed, “Give her information to me.” 

He wanted to see who the woman Anthony finally had his eyes on; he wanted 
to see how she looked like. 

After all, this was the first woman he found after not willing to see anybody for 
so long. 

Derek had prepared documents to show Old Senior Bailey. 

Grandma Bailey, Susan, and Darryl went closer and eyed the documents 
warily. 

They saw a photo of Charmine on the document, and it happened to be her 
self�portrait in a red dress. 

The dress had a V-neckline that showed her extremely alluring body and cold 

face. 

To the modern ladies, this was the cool-goddess look. To the Baileys, 
especially 

the seniors, this was a head-scratching woman! 

Merely by looking at the photo, she gave a bad first impression. 

The documents went on to describe, [Treated like an adopted daughter from a 

young age. High school graduate, low educational background, been in a 

relationship with Julian Cabell for over ten years. She almost got engaged for 
a 

few times, but due to some mysterious reasons, she was sent to Africa for five 



years. She owns a diamond mine, RisingHawk…] 

The Baileys did not bother reading the rest of the information. 

To them, her assets were as little as a penny! 

Their faces went green. 

Anthony got someone like Charmine as his girlfriend! 

The usually clean and clear Anthony was finally in a relationship, but it turned 

out to be Charmine! 

A woman who had been with another man for over ten years, a mere 
highschool 

graduate, and a woman of a small family! 

“Is he trying to kill me? Ask him to come back, now, right now!” 

Old Senior Bailey slammed his walking stick against the floor as a heavy thud 

was heard. He was very frustrated. 

Susan’s gentle face soured uglily. As a woman, she could tell that Charmine 
was 

not a nice woman: She was nowhere as formal, gentle, and pure as 
McKenzie. 

1 

They had to make Anthony come home. They had to make him break up with 

Anthony. 

However, Derek said, “Grandpa, Grandma, Uncle, Auntie, you know 
Anthony’s temper. The more you try to 

stop him, the more he’d fight back, just like what happened with Momo…” 



The Baileys all voted for Anthony to send the child away back then, but he 
insisted to keep him by his side. 

Due to that, he broke his relationship with the Baileys and moved out. He so 
very rarely visited the family ever 

since. 

Derek suggested, “I don’t think arguing with Anthony is a wise choice, as it’ll 
tear US apart. The most 

important thing is to keep US happy as a family. Perhaps we should speak to 
Charmine first. We could ask 

her to leave him perhaps?” 

His words made it seem as if he was thinking for the family’s sake, but the 
truth was… 

He only had a few photos and no other evidence. 

If the Baileys went ahead to see Charmine first, things could progress from 
there. 

Knowing Charmine’s temper, the Baileys would surely not like her. Once 
Charmine angered the seniors 

enough and Anthony chose to side with her instead, everything would be in 
Derek’s favor. 1 

Grandma Bailey did not know about his intention, only thinking Derek’s 
suggestion was very reasonable. 

She looked at Susan. “Susan, what do you think?” 

Susan had experience in this. She was able to handle it because she used 
money to send Annabel away ten 

years ago. 
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“Derek is right,” said Susan, “I should go and meet Charmine. Let’s not argue 
with Anthony first.” 



He was her son after all, and she would not want their relationship to worsen. 

“Alright, you’ll take charge of this,” agreed Old Senior Bailey. “No matter what, 
you must make them break up. 

Otherwise, I’ll handle it myself.” 

With that said, he stood up and left with his walking stick. 

The atmosphere felt tense, filled with a strong sense of authority. 

Susan knew Old Senior Bailey was angry and was unable to accept 
Charmine, so there was no reason to 

keep her. 

Susan turned to McKenzie right after. “Don’t fret, McKenzie, Mom will 

Derek’s face stiffened. He wanted McKenzie to give up on Anthony and 
unwilling 

to marry him, but that got shot down… 

Upon entering her ride, McKenzie’s face turned cold as frost. 

How would she not mind Anthony’s activities? How would she not get angry? 

Anthony loved Charmine so much that she believed he would miss Charmine, 

even if McKenzie married him in the end. 1 

However, she was the future Mrs. Bailey, Anthony’s woman. However hard it 

would get, she had to put up a brave front. 1 

Jordan Group’s building. 

Charmine was sorting out documents after documents. The Hundred Birds 
and 

Divine Bird projects ran concurrently, thus many difficult situations needed her 

immediate attention. 



Meanwhile, her phone rang urgently. It was from Kay. 

Answering the call, she was greeted with Kay’s anxious voice, “Boss Jordan, 
the 

Baileys found out about you and Anthony. Susan is now coming to your 

company. She’ll be here in half an hour!” 1 

Charmine’s heart sank. The Baileys found out? 

So soon? 

Moreover, Susan was coming for her! 

Charmine feared no one, but this matter had to do with Anthony. Since they 
were married, it was not wise to 

push things to the extreme. 

Charmine wondered, how should she behave around Susan? 

Meanwhile, at the Bailey Corporation’s headquarters… 

Anthony was immersed in his work when Luke rushed over hastily.” President, 
it’s bad. Mr. and Mrs. Bailey 

had found out about your relationship with Ms. Charmine. Mrs. Bailey is 
coming for Ms. Charmine now!” 

Anthony’s brows furrowed. 

Susan was coming for Charmine? 

His relationship with Charmine was not yet stable, but more people were 
getting involved? 1 

Charmine was still apprehensive about him. If Susan said anything… 
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that in mind, Anthony instantly got up and marched out of the office. 

His gait was quick that he was almost running. 



Everyone in the Bailey Corporation eyed him with brimming fear. 

What happened? Why was the usually calm and steady Boss Bailey so 
anxious? 

Was the sky about to collapse? 1 

Anthony went to the underground garage and drove toward the Jordan Group, 
his head reeling on his 

journey. 

Enter title… 
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The best thing to do was to keep the Baileys out of his relationship. Alas, they 
found out the truth, thus 

Anthony could only do his best to protect her! 

Nobody could harm his woman. 

With that in mind, he stepped on the gas as the speedometer pointed at the 
furthest right. 

Unfortunately, his car was caught up in traffic about 200 to 300 meters from 
the business street that the 

Jordan Group was located in. 

An accident happened, and workers needed at least half an hour to unblock 
the 

road. 

Anthony opened the door hastily, ready to walk toward the company building. 

After merely taking two steps, however… 



As he rushed like a racing motorcycle, he bumped into someone in a rush. 

The person fell on the ground and gasped, “Argh!” 

That sounded awfully familiar. 

Anthony lowered his head to see that it was Waverly. 

Waverly D’Cruz? Why was she here? 

He frowned. “My apologies, I’ll make it up to you when I have time.” 

The most important thing was to find Charmine. 

‘Wait, help me…” spoke the helpless Waverly. Struggling, she added, “My 
dress 

is torn open, and I can’t get up…” 

Anthony looked down and noticed Waverly’s dress was torn at the abdomen 

area, ripped by the tree branch by the side. 1 

Half of her waist would be exposed if she stood up. 

As Anthony was the one who knocked her over and there happened to be a 

woman’s clothing store in front, he walked inside and gave a black card to the 

saleswoman. “Bring a jacket to the lady over there, right away.” 

“Yes!” The saleswoman did as she was told. 

Just as Anthony was about to leave, Waverly called out, “Mr. Bailey, you’re in 

such a hurry. What happened? Is there something I can help with?” 

“No, I got it.” All Anthony could think of was finding Charmine, fearing Susan 

might hurt her. He did not want to talk to Waverly; all he wanted was to leave. 

Waverly then spoke, “President Bailey is probably going to the Jordan Group, 



which is right in front. President Bailey seems anxious, so Ms. Charmine must 

be facing a predicament of sorts. Everything in her company seemed under 

control, however, and with Ms. Charmine’s capability, there’s nothing she 
can’t 

do. The only possibility is that your family is looking for her or trying to harm 

her.” 2 

She stated in order. 

Anthony stopped walking after hearing all that, but after a moment, he said, “If 
Ms. Waverly has figured it out, 

I hope you’ll understand.” 

If he had hurt Waverly in the past, he would at least wait for her to get her 
jacket, or at least wait for her to get 

up from the ground before leaving. 

However, his mind was overwhelmed with thoughts of Charmine, and he did 
not care for anyone else. 

Even though Waverly was on the ground, she still exuded an air of nobleness 
and elegance. 

She looked at Anthony’s back. “All President Bailey can do, even if you find 
her now, is to protect her 

temporarily, but this will only stiffen the relationship with your family or make 
your family hate Charmine even 

more. 

“If you find a woman to act as your girlfriend so your family thinks it’s all a 
misunderstanding, every problem 

will be fixed. Furthermore, this would allow Ms. Charmine to live in peace, 
hassle-free.” 3 



Anthony was about to leave and was about to cross the traffic light, but upon 
hearing Waverly’s idea, he 

stopped walking. 

Waverly’s idea… 

Seemed to make sense. 2 

It actually made a lot of sense. 

Even if he could protect Charmine, it would mean nothing unless he could 
spend the entire day with her-the 

Baileys would get a way to harm or potentially threaten her otherwise. 

If things got heated, knowing Charmine, she would not be pleased with him. 
She might even get tired and ask 

for a divorce… 
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moment, the saleswoman finally came with the jacket and handed it to 
Waverly. She wore the jacket 

and walked up to Anthony. “President Bailey, I can help you, and I don’t need 
anything in return.” 

Anthony eyed her as she stood before him, his eyes darkening as he did. 

She was indeed a suitable candidate. If it was her, even the Houston family 
would not be able to fight against 

her. 

However… 

“What are you planning?” 

Anthony did not believe Waverly would help him without anything in mind. 

relationship, I’ll be able to take a breather as well.” 2 



She spoke with such honesty that her elegant face showed no hint of dark 
intention nor calculation. 1 

Anthony thought through it before his lips parted, “Alright. Let me ask for my 
lady’s permission.” 

With that said, he walked aside to dial Charmine’s number. 

Waverly was speechless. 

He would ask for his lady’s permission? 

Was President Bailey that much of a henpecked man? 

Charmine, meanwhile, was making all sorts of preparation. 

She wanted to leave so Susan could not find her, but as she thought it 
through, 

they would someday meet anyway. There was no use in escaping. 

With that idea scratched, what should she say when they meet? Should she 
act 

tougher, or slightly gentler? 

She was Anthony’s mother, after all… 

As Charmine’s thoughts overtook her, the phone rang suddenly. 

After picking up, she heard Anthony saying, “My lady, I have two ideas. Firstly, 

we officiate our relationship. With me around, nobody can harm you. 
Secondly, 

Waverly can, and is willing, to act as my partner, and this is to remove 

suspicion.” 

When Charmine heard that, her brows furrowed. 

Officiate their relationship? 



Putting aside how unprepared she was, Annabel’s situation was not even 

stabilized yet. it was not the right time to officiate the relationship yet. 

Moreover… The second idea was to put on an act with Waverly? 

Charmine could not quite place it down, but Waverly raised red flags in her 

mind. Even though Waverly had detoxified Annabel, something felt off about 
her. 

1 

Despite her suspicion, Charmine could not place her finger on what it was. 

Judging the situation at hand… 

Charmine thought for a moment and said, “I’d pick the second one.” 2 

She had known Anthony long enough to trust him. He was willing to donate 
his 

heart for her; it would be impossible for him to cheat on her. 

As for Waverly, even though she did not feel good about this woman, she 
could spend some time to know her 

better and see what her true intention was. 

However well the fox hid its tail, it would get exposed one day. 

Meanwhile, Susan’s car was stuck in the traffic as the accident was not 
cleared up yet. She had no choice but 

to get out of her car. She was dressed in a tight dress with a fur scarf on, 
allowing her bodyguard to hold up 

the umbrella for her. She looked like a wealthy wife. 

Susan’s eyes seemed cold and haughty, one that could only be seen in 
people from the upper-class society. 

Everyone got close to Anthony for his money. 



Hmph! She sent Annabel away ten years ago. Ten years later, she might as 
well send Charmine away! 

With that in mind, she saw a familiar figure through the window. The tall and 
well-built man sat on the sofa 

inside the boutique with legs crossed, looking very noble and elegant. 

A woman, meanwhile, twirled before him as if asking, “How do I look?” 

The man nodded. 

Even though she was a few meters away, Susan could tell right away that he 
was her son. 

It was Anthony! 

Anthony was in there? He was accompanying a woman to shop for clothes? 
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believing her eyes, Susan warily paced closer to the two figures in the store. 

As she stood outside the boutique, she confirmed it was indeed Anthony on 
the sofa while the woman who 

walked out of the fitting room… 

With skin fair like white jade, she seemed to gleam with regality. Her facial 
features were so beautiful, almost 

as if she had mixed blood. 

It was Waverly D’Cruz! 

Susan could tell right away that it was Waverly from the D’Cruz family. 2 

The wealthy heiress who came to light recently, the true heiress of a noble 
family with links to the royals in 

Kansas… Even McKenzie was out of her league. 

Susan was stumped. “Anthony, Ms. D’Cruz, you two…” 



When Anthony saw her, he frowned unpleasantly. “Why are you here?” he 
uttered lowly, almost threateningly. 

Even though he was her son, Susan was almost too afraid to meet his gaze. 

She simply found an excuse, “I happened to pass by! You… Why don’t you 
introduce her to me?” 

Her eyes landed on Waverly. 

Anthony’s face remained calm and elegant. “A friend.” 

“You’d accompany a friend to shop? Do you think I’m a fool?” Glaring at him, 

Susan turned to Waverly and asked, “Ms. D’Cruz, I’m Anthony’s 

mother. Are you two…?” 

She trailed off, trying to make it less explicit. 

Waverly was still elegant and noble, but when she heard about Susan’s 
identity, 

she became rather stiff. 

“Auntie, Mr. Bailey and I are merely normal friends. Please don’t…” 

Her explanation was obviously pointless. However dumb Susan could be, she 

could tell what was happening. 

“I’ve never seen Anthony shopping with any friend. You two don’t have to hide 
it 

from me. Are you two in a relationship?” 

Hearing that, Waverly blushed sheepishly. 

She lowered her head and tried to explain, “Not yet-please don’t take it 
wrongly. 

We’re merely trying to know each other better. The most suitable man my 
family 



picked for me is Mr. Bailey. Mr. Bailey is willing to get to know me better first.” 

Know her better? 

If they were merely trying to know each other better, why would Anthony shop 

with her? 

Meanwhile, the saleswoman brought back his black credit card along with a 
long 

list of receipts. 

There were almost ten dresses bought that raked up to a few million spent! 1 

Susan watched as her brows furrowed in shock. 

Although Anthony was very rich, she knew her son better than anyone. 
Anthony 

was a generous man in all ways except when it came to women; he would 

become super stingy. 

Susan had once introduced a woman to Anthony. He did not like her, 
however, 

and asked to split the bill after the date. 

Everyone mocked him for being stingy while he merely said, “I’d never pay for 
a 

woman unless she’s my wife.” 

Anthony kept his word ever since, and he kept it well. He had never spent any 

money on any woman other than Annabel. 

Why did he buy a few millions worth of clothes for Waverly then? 

Susan knew very clearly that Anthony and Waverly were not just friends. 

If he was with Waverly, what was the deal with Charmine? 



She had to find out! 

She looked at Waverly and praised, “Ms. Waverly is so elegant, this dress 
must suit you as well. Why don’t 

you give it a try? If you like it, let me buy this for you as a meeting gift.” 

Susan picked out a dress from the display. 

Coming from the upper-class society, Waverly instantly knew what Susan 
meant. Susan had things to speak 

to Anthony about. 

Waverly politely accepted the dress and went inside the fitting room. 

When the door of the fitting room was shut, Susan walked over and sat beside 
Anthony. 

“I’m not against you being in a relationship with Waverly. I won’t stop you at 
all, and you don’t have to hide it 

from me… But what’s the deal with 

Charmine? Derek said you’re in a relationship with her and even showed US 
these photos. Are you seeing 

them both at the same time?” 

Susan spoke as she handed him a stack of photos. 

Anthony looked down to see the photos of him and Charmine walking into the 
villa. 

He could have sworn Max had taken these. 

His eyes grew stern at the sight, though he covered it all with an elegant front 
as he mocked… 
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believed in what Derek said? If he asks you guys to give him all of the family 
shares, will you do that 



too?” 

Well… 

Susan frowned. Was Anthony suggesting that Derek made things up? 

These photos did not seem Photoshopped, however. They genuinely seem to 
be in love in the photos. 

The photos showed both Anthony and Charmine walking into the villa, with 
Anthony closing the door. 

Anthony took the photos and, eyeing them, scoffed, “So ugly. Why would I 
keep these?” 

With that, he instantly tore the photos. 

It was indeed ugly: the angle was ugly and it was taken without their consent 
as well. It was blurry and did not 

capture even one-tenth of his wife’s true beauty! 1 

With disgust, he tore the photos into pieces and tossed them into the bin. 

His elegant face had a hint of disgust. 

Susan frowned. Anthony was obviously looking down on Charmine for being 
ugly, that he did not like 

Charmine and hated her from the bottom of his heart. 

He hated Charmine that much? 

If that was so, what was the deal with the photos? 

At that moment, Waverly walked out in an elegant, tight-fitting green dress 
with 

a faint smile on her face. She was elegant and noble like a true princess. 

Coincidentally, she saw Anthony tossing the photos away and frowned.” 



Anthony, where did you get the photos from? Aren’t those the photos of you 
with 

Charmine?” 1 

Susan frowned. “Ms. D’Cruz knows Charmine, too?” 

‘Yes, she’s a friend of mine. The D’Cruz family is trying to hire her to be our 

ambassador. Alas, she has to take charge of her family business, and she 

doesn’t have time to take on another job. Anthony and I went over to her villa 

with no success.” 

Waverly’s voice was so elegant and soothing. 

Susan suddenly realized that Waverly was also present when these photos 

were taken, but it was just that they only captured photos of Charmine with 

Anthony. 

Was Derek intentionally misleading them? 

Was Derek that evil? 

However, a noblewoman like Waverly would not lie for Charmine. 

Furthermore, since she was in a relationship with Anthony, it would be 

impossible for her to help this model and also her rival. 

With another thought, Derek had always tried to plot against Anthony… 
Perhaps 

this was all a plot to take the family assets. 

Susan sighed in relief. 

All that mattered was Anthony was not seeing Charmine and did not like her! 

It would be ideal if Anthony could marry Waverly. It would be so ideal! This 



would bring the Bailey family up a notch! 

She instantly turned to look at Waverly. “I see; it’s all a misunderstanding. 

Waverly, this dress looks good on you, let this be a meeting gift from me.” 

She walked over and took out her card to pay for the dress. 

Momentarily shocked, Waverly thought for a second and took out a brocade 
box 

for Susan. 

“This is a jade bracelet I’ve collected and been keeping recently. Please keep 

this.” 

Susan opened up to see a top-grade green jade bracelet. The color was very 
rare! 

If Waverly and Anthony were mere friends, why would she gift her such a fine 
jade? 

She instantly accepted it with a wide grin. “Thank you, Waverly. You’re so 
kind! Do come visit US when you 

have time.” 

“Okay,” Waverly replied. 

They wanted to continue their conversation, but Anthony already stood up 
with two bags full of clothes in his 

hands. 

He walked over and said to Waverly, “Time to get back.” 

“Okay,” Waverly looped her arm around Anthony’s lovingly as she bade 

Susan farewell. “Auntie, see you soon.” 2 

“Alright, carry on,” gushed the smiling Susan. 



She had never seen his son allowing another woman to get so close to him. 

Before, Anthony would instantly walk away if a woman ever got close to him, 
but he allowed Waverly to hook 

her arm around his? 

This relationship could not be fake! 

However, recalling the photos and for the sake of reassurance, she instructed 
her assistant, “In the following 

days, follow Anthony everywhere. Don’t miss out on even one trace of 
evidence.” 
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Anthony personally drove Waverly back home and even opened the car door 
for her thoughtfully. Those who 

secretly tailed them saw it all. 

When they parted, Anthony even found an angle to pretend as if he was 
kissing her forehead. 

Getting back into his car to return to Bailey Corporation, he wiped his hands 
repeatedly with wet tissues. 

After all, he did place his hand on Waverly’s shoulder, and it bothered him 
greatly even though a thick cloth 

covered her shoulder. 

Anthony would always feel sick to his stomach every time he touched a 
woman… Strangely, he would not feel 

the same when touching Charmine. 1 

As for that night from five years ago, he did not… 

He still felt ill whenever he had any contact with Annabel. 

Was it due to the drugs five years ago that made him able to accept Annabel’s 
body? 1 



It seemed that the only person in the world he could touch was Charmine. 

Recomposing his thoughts, Anthony then removed the gauze and steel plate 
around his arm-he knew he 

would have to get cozy with Waverly to throw Susan off Charmine’s scent. 1 

To not instinctively swing Waverly’s arm away when she looped her arm 
around 

his, he wore the gauze and steel plate around his arm. 1 

Luke, at the front seat, questioned Anthony’s behavior. Was there such a 

need…? 

President Bailey went to such extremes to protect his wife and keep himself 

clean. 

After he had removed the steel, he instructed, “Call home, and ask them to 
keep 

it down.” 

“Yes, Sir,” Luke replied. 

On the same day, Anthony went back to his office without letting Susan and 
her 

staff spot anything amiss. 

Luke called Susan and informed, “Mrs. Bailey, now that President Bailey is 
still 

in the early stages with Ms. D’Cruz, kindly don’t make a big deal out of it. After 

all, there’s still Young Master Momo. President Bailey wants to wait for their 

relationship to become more stable before going official. Furthermore, Ms. 

D’Cruz likes to keep a low profile…” 



Susan understood what he meant; it was a crucial matter. If they made a 
scene 

before everything was settled, the Baileys would be seen in a bad light should 

Anthony’s relationship with Waverly fail. 

Furthermore, she genuinely liked Waverly from the first sight, and since 
Waverly 

preferred to keep a low profile, Susan would respect that. 

The D’Cruz’s status in Kansas could be said as an equivalent to the Baileys’. 

Having relations with the D’Cruz family would only strengthen the Bailey 
family, 

what more should their families be united by law. 

Susan had to think of ways to help stabilize their relationship. 

At the Jordan Group. 

Charmine did not expect the matter to be fixed so quickly, but it sure helped 
her 

calm down. 

At least she did not have to meet the Baileys, that she did not have to be 

accused and scowled at. Charmine got to keep her sanity for the time being. 

Not long after, she received a text from Anthony that read, 

[I had to take five glimpses at Waverly, spoke three sentences to her, and 

touched her twice. My lady may punish me if it dissatisfies you.] 

Charmine failed to fight back the smile that took her face. 

Anthony actually took note of these things, as if he was completing a mission? 

That made sense; him pretending to be with Waverly was a mission in a way. 



Moreover, this mission was to protect her… 

[Ok.] came the swift reply from Anthony 

It dawned on Charmine just moments later that it was serious. [Where are you 
sleeping tonight?] 

If he continued to stay in Violet Villa, they might get exposed. 

Anthony then texted, [I have a villa a few blocks away from you. Derek already 
found out about US.] 

Anthony staying in a different place than Violet Villa would disperse all doubts 
and suspicions. 

Anthony then added, [I’ll stay in Villa 11 tonight.] 

Charmine let out a sigh of relief. Although they would be in the same 
residential area, Villa 11 was six blocks 

away from her villa. It should not be suspicious. 

 


